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Truth or dare movie 2017 cast syfy

Truth or Dare in this 2017 SyFy version is conceptually very similar to the 2018 version that played in theaters. The biggest difference is probably the difference in budgets. In addition, this 2017 version of Truth or Dare stars a Sharknado star. This is hardly surprising because the Sharknado franchise is also a SyFy
production. The aforementioned star from the Sharknado movie series is Cassandra Scerbo. And of course, she is one of the only actors with some recognition, she is the obvious last girl. But does Truth or Dare choose the obvious character to be The Final Girl? You'll have to watch the movie to find out. We're not going
to make spoilers about this. And don't worry if you don't know Cassandra Scerbo. You should still be happy with her performance in this movie. The problem is not the actors - although they are not all very impressive. Some actors seem to have seen a little too much of Luke Perry's wrinkled forehead as inspiration for the
troubled look. It doesn't get over well at all. Honestly, the plot of this 2017 version of Truth or Dare is incredibly weak. The opening scene is almost the most interesting part because we still don't know how stupid the concept is. The story lacks a little imagination and intensity... together with basic common sense!
Basically, we're dealing with some kind of Truth or Dare demon. The demon creates scales along with very few wishes for truth. Oh, and contrary to the normal rules of truth or consistency, it's not actually an issue. As in; You can't choose whether you want truth or dare. I mean, WTF?! Then it's not actually the game
that's played. For all the things this movie doesn't have to go for it, so has Heather Langenkamp. The Nightmare on Elm Street star has a small, but important, role in the film. And honestly, you could watch it just for her. She's just a horror icon and I wish we could see her in more movies. Read also: Our Review of Home
(2016) with Heather Langenkamp Truth or Dare was also directed by Nick Simon. He also directed The Girl in the Photograph from 2015. We weren't fond of that movie either. Here's our review of The Girl in the Photograph. The concepts in both stories have definite potential, but the stories tend to lack the last edge. In
addition, both films have really good performances and some less exciting. In this movie, the girls were generally awesome at being badass. At least towards the end, anyway! In particular, Brytni Sarpy and Cassandra Scerbo did the last half of the film much better than I expected after the first 15 minutes. Honestly,
there's no doubt that Nick Simon loves the horror genre. Maybe one of his next films will really deliver something new and innovative. Truth or Dare (in this 2017 SyFy version) is available on Netflix in the US now! Director: Nick Simon Author: Thommy Hutson, Lawrence Cast: Cassandra Scerbo, Brytni Sarpy, Mason
Dye, Harvey Guillen, Alexxis Lemire, Luke Baines, Baines, Hoyos, Christina Masterson, Heather Langenkamp Eight college friends head to a Haunted Rental for Halloween. But when they replay the game that made the house infamous, they awaken an evil spirit intent on stealing their souls. Karina ScreamQueen
AdelgaardI write reviews and flashbacks on Heaven of Horror. And yes, sometimes I find myself screaming, watching a good horror movie. I love psychological horror, survival horror and kick-ass women. Also, I have a great soft spot for a great horror comedy. Oh yes, and I absolutely hate it when animals get injured in
movies, so I'll immediately think less of any movie, where animals are harmed for entertainment (even if the animals are just really good actors). Fortunately, horror doesn't use this nearly as much as comedy. And people assume horror lovers are they messed them up. Go figure! Edit share for the 2018 movie, see Truth
or Dare. Truth or Dare is an American television film of the supernatural thriller genre. It was directed by Nick Simon with a screenplay written by Thommy Hutson and Ethan Lawrence. It was produced by Cinetel Films and Angel Cake Truth. It is a Syfy Pictures Original Film that first aired on Syfy on October 8, 2017. The
premise of the film involves eight friends renting a house of a Halloween party. They find themselves the victim of a malevolent spirit and trapped in playing a twisted version of Truth or Dare. If you lie, you die. Do it dare, or dare you! Cast[edit | edit source] Notes[edit | edit source] The title and premise of this film is taken
from the verbal party game Truth or Dare?, wherein several players are given the opportunity to either answer a question truthfully (usually somewhat embarrassing), or perform a dare (also equally embarrassing, and sometimes sexual). The game has been around for hundreds of years, with at least one variant,
questions and commands, as certified as early as 1712 Truth or Dare (2017) redirects to this page. There are a total of thirteen credited cast members in this film. The central setting of this film is secret. Flashback scenes in this film take place in the year 1983. The game options are heavily weighted on the dare in this
movie. Only two characters get truth questions, and they're both in round one. Maddie is asked if she's ever slept with Tyler. She lies at first, but then admits the truth. Addison is asked if she is a drug addict, which she vehemently denies, at the expense of her own life. Trivia[edit | edit source] Unanswered questions[edit |



edit source] Who survives? Alex, Maddie, or both? And if both survive, is Alex still guilty of killing Maggie to finish the game? Recommendations[edit | edit ] Escape Room Truth Or Dare Truth or Die Would You Rather External Links[edit | 1983 | Acid | Car accident | Burn victims | Cannibalism | Ghosts | Gunshot wounds |
Halloween | Hangings | Homosexuality | Hospital | Insects | Nurse | Revolver | Severed limbs | Shot in the head | Shotgun | Suicide Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Read more Edit Eight college friends head to a Haunted Rental in a remote town for Halloween weekend. There,
they play the game rumored to have caused the death of seven teenagers decades earlier, Truth or Dare. What starts as vodka induced fun quickly becomes serious when scales become morbidly dangerous and the truths threaten to tear the group apart. As players try to refuse the increasingly challenging tasks, they
face deadly consequences, and quickly discover: you must dare, or dare to do so. As the death toll rises, the remaining players must race against the clock to outrun, outsmart, and survive the simple game Truth or Dare. Plot Summary | Plot Synopsis Horror | Mystery | Thriller Parents Guide: View Content Advisory » Edit
Shot on location in and around Birmingham, AL. The house itself is a historic home in Bessemer, AL and there are some scenes filmed in Hueytown, AL. See more » During the game Russian Roulette, players could have simply looked at the gun's cylinder to see where the ball was set. With the rules of the game, it may
not have mattered to avoid the result, but something that should have easily been thought of and seen. See more » User Reviews Edit Release Date: 8 October 2017 (USA) See More » Also known as: Правда или действие See more » Cinetel Films, Angel Cake Truth See More » Runtime: 88 min Aspect Ratio: 1.78 : 1
See full technical specifications » 2017 horror film by Nick Simon Truth or DarePromotional posterWritten byThommy HutsonEthan LawrenceDirected byNick SimonStarring Cass Scerbo Brytni Sarpy Mason Dye Harvey Guillen Luke Baines Ricardo Hoyos Alexxis Lemire Christina Masterson Heather Langenkamp Music
byNima FakhraraCountry of originUnited StatesOriginal languageEnglishProductionExecutive producerPaul HertzbergProducersLisa M. HansenLisa RileyBrian TidmoreGerman Michael TorresCinematographyKevin DugginEditorDon MoneyProduction companyCineTel FilmsAngel Cake
TruthDistributorSyfyReleaseOriginal networkSyfyOriginal release October 8, 2017 (2017-10-08) Truth or Dare is an American supernatural horror TELEVISION film written by Thommy Hutson and Ethan Lawrence and directed by Nick Simon. The film stars Cassie Scerbo, Brytni Sarpy, Mason Dye, Harvey Guillen, Luke
Baines, Ricardo Hoyos, Alexxis Lemire, Christina Masterson and Heather Langenkamp. The plot focuses on a group of eight students who rent a house haunted by a vengeful spirit who lost a game of truth or dares years earlier. The group decides to play the game and is forced to pursue or face deadly consequences.
The film premiered at Syfy on October 8, 2017. It received negative reviews from critics. Premise for Halloween, a group of eight college friends rent ing a house supposedly haunted by a spirit lost on a deadly game game truth or dare several years in advance. When the group decides to play the game, they are forced to
answer every humiliating truth honestly and act on every increasingly alarming dare to ask them to do violent acts against themselves and each other or risk the death of the spirit. [1] Plot This section's plot summary may be too long or excessively detailed. Please help improve it by removing unnecessary details and
making it more concise. (December 2020) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) In 1983, Donna Boone tells her friend Johnny to jump off the roof to complete the game truth or consistency. He rolls off to his death before he completes the daring. Horrified, Donna returns inside the house to find writing
on a mirror telling her to pour acid on her head. After first covering her head in a paste of baking soda and water, she does so, completing the dare. In the present day, a group of eight friends – Carter, Maddie, Tyler, Alex, Jessie, Addison, Holt, and Luke – go to a house Carter has rented for a Halloween outing. Carter
tells the group that the house was haunted after seven teenagers played Truth or Dare in 1983 and all but one died terribly. He persuades everyone to play Truth or Dare. Alex is daring to make out with Maddie, which they do. Afterwards, Maddie is asked if she has slept with Tyler, Alex's boyfriend, and although she first
tries to lie, a mysterious group text forces her to tell the truth. Tyler's dare is to put his hands on a hot stove and be told to do dare or dare make you, and even if he tries to stop, a chair moves by itself and travels him on the stove, seriously burning his hand. An old-fashioned TV shows a warning that the group has 48
hours to complete three rounds of the game. They try to leave, but the doors and windows shut and entangle everyone. Jessie is daring to eat Tyler's burnt skin from the stove, and after eating a bite, the phone rings even though the wires are cut with the message for her to eat everything. The next person dared is Holt,
who is daring to grab exposed wires, electrifying himself on wires hanging from the ceiling after a chandelier broke off. To keep him alive, Carter rushes at him while holding a blanket to disconnect him from the wires. Luke is daring to crush his knee, which Carter eventually does. Addison is asked if she is an addict, and
she lies that she is not and then tries to leave the house. A mysterious force pushes her off the porch and onto an exposed pipe and kills her. At the hospital, the group tries to tell the police what happened, but is met with skepticism. The next day, the ghost of Addison appears in Carter's dorm room and dares him to
hang himself for two minutes, with a noose falling from the ceiling. Carter tries to leave, and the ghost and noose catch him and hang him as his time runs out. After being sent a livestream of dare, Alex, Maddie, Tyler and carter's room, but can't open the door in time. The four four see a message that Round Two is
starting. Meanwhile, Alex's research into the haunted history of the house leads her to Donna Boone, the lone surviving truth or consequence back in 1983. Donna tells them that the 'demon' running the game feeds on fear and pain, and that they must finish the game inside the house in order to survive. She also
suggests sharing their dare to outsmart the demon. In his bedroom, Luke is challenged to rob a gas station, and a gun appears supernaturally on his bed. He pulls up at the gas station with Jessie on the passenger seat and tries the robbery, but the cashier ends up killing Luke with a shotgun. Shocked, Jessie calls Alex
to tell her that Luke was shot during the robbery, and Alex tells her to meet back at the house. When Jessie returns, the group heads back to the house and Tyler gets a challenge to drink a liquid poison. He shares the dare with all and all the first chug soda, then drink the poison and vomit it up. Maddie then gets a
challenge to pull out two teeth. With the help of Tyler, the two complete the dare. Alex then gets a challenge to play three rounds of Russian roulette, with Alex surviving the first two and Tyler taking round three from Maddie, fatally shooting himself in the head. Holt then gets a challenge to be run over by a car, and
admits to the others that he once paralyzed someone in a hit-and-run accident, but escaped without being disciplined. Jessie tries to start the car to run over Holt's foot, but can't, and when Holt opens the hood to fix the starter, the hood hits his hand and time runs out. The car, driving itself, pulls him in reverse until he
falls, then drives him over, crushing him to death. On his way back into the house, Alex realizes that the spirit punishes them for their obsessions and sins. Jessie is daring to chain herself to a pipe in the basement, but gets on time and is devoured by a large swarm of cockroaches. Then round three begins. Maddie
receives a phone call instructing her and Alex to remove seven live body parts. Between them they remove an eyelash, some hair, a nail, an earlobe, a finger and a toe, then chop alex off Maddie's foot with a meat cleaver. After completing the daring, they head to the hospital, but a message appears on the car's GPS
with Alex's final dare - kill her. Maddie asks Alex to kill her, and Alex hits the car in a tree. After the screen cuts to black after hearing the crash, someone's gasps are heard, indicating at least one survivor. Cast Cassie Scerbo as Alex Colshis Brytni Sarpy as Maddie Sotarez Mason Dye as Tyler Pemhart Harvey Guillen as
Holt Thorne Luke Baines as Carter Boyle Ricardo Hoyos as Luke Wyler Alexx IsLemire as Jessie Havnell Christina Masterson as Addison Troy Heather Langenkamp as Donna Boone (Adult) Taylor Lyons as Donna Boone (Young) Jonathan Mercedes as Johnny Milsner Production Scerbo was cast as Alex after several
auditions. [2] She described the character as smart, driven. [3] Langenkamp was approached to play the supporting role of Donna. She had to have a life cast of her face made before filming and decided with the author of the film, Hutson, that her character made puzzles as a way to cope with the loneliness caused by
her disfigurement. [4] Release The film premiered on Syfy on October 8, 2017. [5] As of August 2020[update], the film is estimated to have grossed $6,871 from DVD and Blu-ray sales. [6] Reception The film received negative reviews from critics. It has a 0% fresh rating on review aggregator Rotten Tomatoes, based on
five reviews. [7] Joey Keogh of Wicked Horror wrote that the film is too safe to really commit to darkness and instead leaves one wondering why it really needs to exist in the first place. Truth or Dare is fun as soon as it reels you in and that's pretty much from the get-go, he wrote. References ^ Moore, Debi (September
21, 2017). Exclusive Trailer Debut for Nick Simon's Truth or Dare. Dread Central. Retrieved September 30, 2017. ^ Spiegel, Janel. Interview: Cassie Scerbo (Truth or Dare). Horrornews.net. Retrieved June 25, 2019. ^ McNeely, Kelli Marchman. An interview with Cassandra Scerbo about her role in 'Truth or Dare' for the
premiere on Syfy. Horror Fuel. Retrieved June 25, 2019. ^ Spiegel, Janel. Interview: Heather Langenkamp (Truth or Dare). Horrornews.net. Retrieved June 25, 2019. Rawles, Timothy (22 September 2017). Heather Langenkamp Returns in 'Truth or Dare'. iHorror.com. Retrieved September 30, 2017. ^ Truth or Dare
(2017). Figures. Retrieved August 1, 2020. ^ Truth or Dare (2017). Rotten Tomatoes. Retrieved August 3, 2020. Rawles, Timothy (29 September 2017). Don't dismiss Syfy's 'Truth or Dare'. iHorror.com. Retrieved September 30, 2017. External links Truth or consistency on IMDb Retrieved from
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